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＜Industrial tourism・Gourmet＞
Kanagawa sightseeing charm cration conference

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

675-1 Kawamukocho Tsuzuki-ku Yokohama-shi Kanagawa-ken

9:00-16:00 (Closed on Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays, last day of every month, and year-end holidays)

3 parking spaces (reservation required)

http://www.kiyoken.com/factory/

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

2494

Yokohama &
Kawasaki

Yokohama City
Tourist Attraction No.

Shin Yokohama Ramen Museum
A reenactment of the retro 
townscape of 1958. It is lined with 
the best ramen restaurants from all 
over the country. Other than the 
museum where you can learn about 
the culture and history of ramen, 
"My Ramen Kitchen," where you can 
make your very own original ramen, 
is also popular.

International Stadium Yokohama (Nissan Stadium)
You can experience a World 
Cup Stadium tour (with a 
guide) at the Final Stadium 
where the finals of the 
2002 FIFA World Cup took 
place. (Paid) Please check 
the website for the dates 
on which it will be held.

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

selling point

A guide will guide you through the process in which "shumai" and "shumai 
bento (box lunch)", foods that Yokohama is famous for, in 90 minutes. The 
contents can be enjoyed by many people, from adults to children, and include 
tours of the manufacturing line through glass, videos, and exhibits which cannot 
be seen anywhere else, regarding things such as the "history of ekiben (station 
box lunches)" and "the secret of shumai bento".

At the end of the tour, there is also time to sample freshly-made shumai, side 
dishes from shumai bento, and Chinese sweets.

Group/Individual Mark

Recommended Season

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

All year

Target Regions

Start Shin-Yokohama Station

Time Required 5 hours 30 min

Goal Nihon-odori Station

Access
10 min route bus ride from Shin-Yokohama Station 
(JR Yokohama Line/Yokohama Municipal Subway 
Blue Line) and 5 min walk

JR Yokohama Line [Shin-Yokohama Station] === 
Route bus (10 min) === Kohoku Inter Bus Stop … 
Walk (5 min) … Kiyoken Yokohama Factory (90 
min) … Walk (5 min) … Kohoku Inter Bus Stop === 
Route bus (10 min) === JR Yokohama Line 
[Shin-Yokohama Station]  +++ (11 min) +++JR 
Yokohama Line [Yokohama Station] … Walk (5 
min) …［POMPOMPURIN Café］(Lunch 60 min) … 
Walk (5 min) … Minatomirai Line [Yokohama 
Station] +++ (6 min) +++ Minatomirai Line 
[Nihon-odori Station] … Walk (6 min)  *** Factory 
Night View Jungle Cruise (Cruising 90 min) … Walk 
(6 min) … Minatomirai Line [Nihon-odori Station]

Individual
Specific Model Route Details

Kiyoken Yokohama Factory

How is that 
"shumai (steamed meat dumpling)"made?

Group Individual




